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Queens: 3,000 Years of the Most Powerful Women in History 2020-10
over 3 000 years of incredible women who ruled the world

The War Queens 2020-03-10
recently adapted into the war queens podcast hosted by authors emily and jon jordan featuring game of thrones star nathalie emmanuel now available on apple
spotify audible and all major listening platforms masterfully captures the largely forgotten saga of warrior queens through the ages an epic filled with victory defeat
and legendary women patrick k o donnell bestselling author of the indispensables history s killer queens come in all colors ages and leadership styles elizabeth tudor
and golda meir played the roles of high stakes gamblers who studied maps with an unblinking calculating eye angola s queen njinga was willing to shed and
occasionally drink blood to establish a stable kingdom in an africa ravaged by the slave trade caterina sforza defended her italian holdings with cannon and scimitar
and indira gandhi launched a war to solve a refugee crisis from ancient persia to modern day britain the daunting thresholds these exceptional women had to cross
and the clever sometimes violent ways in which they smashed obstacles in their paths are evoked in vivid detail the narrative sidles up to these war queens in the
most dire tumultuous moments of their reigns and examines the brilliant methods and maneuvers they each used to defend themselves and their people from enemy
forces father daughter duo jonathan w and emily anne jordan extoll the extraordinary power and potential of women in history who walked through war s kiln and
emerged from the other side some burnished to greatness others burned to cinders all of them legends reminds us intelligently entertainingly and powerfully that
strong willed women have always been the equal and very often the superior of their male counterparts even in the field historically most jealously reserved for men
warfare andrew roberts new york times bestselling author this book should be required reading for anyone who loves history james m scott pulitzer prize finalist

Fabulously Feisty Queens 2020-09-03
who needs a prince charming when you re busy running the world from ancient empresses and warrior queens to fearsome pirates and modern day monarchs
fabulously feisty queens explores the lives and legacies of history s most powerful women made of stronger stuff than beauty and grace discover just how bright brave
brilliant and clever the world s female rulers have been throughout the centuries with a foreword by historian and chief curator at historic royal palaces lucy worsley
and illustrations by pauline reeves

TEN QUEENS: PORTRAITS OF WOMEN OF POWER. 2004
full of passion and betrayal murder and war the first volume of an epic new series from bestselling historian alison weir bringing five of england s medieval queens to
life a daily telegraph book of the year love murder war betrayal this is the story of the five extraordinary queens who helped the norman kings of england rule their
dominions recognised as equal sharers in the royal authority their story is packed with tragedy high drama even comedy heroines villains stateswomen lovers
beginning with matilda of flanders who supported william the conqueror in his invasion of england in 1066 and culminating in the turbulent life of the empress maud
whoc claimed to be queen of england in her own right and fought a bitter war to the end the five norman queens are revealed as hugely influential figures and
fascinating characters in alison weir s hands these pioneering women reclaim their rightful roles at the centre of english history
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Queens of the Conquest 2017-09-28
the number of women who have ruled as queens or empresses or governed as presidents or prime ministers remains but a small subset of the total of those who have
attained ultimate political power but this elite group of women who through dynastic succession democratic election or other means have reached the heights of
political and ceremonial leadership includes some of the most influential and charismatic figures of world history queen empress concubine paints vivid portraits of the
lives of 50 extraordinary women who have held positions of executive or ceremonial power throughout history from the queen of sheba to margaret thatcher each
biographical profile sets its subject clearly in the culture and context of its time enabling author claudia gold not only to tell the stories of 50 courageous and fiercely
independent women but also to provide a fascinating and informative alternative social history of the last 3500 years

Queen, Empress, Concubine 2008
the boldly original dramatic intertwined story of catherine de medici elisabeth de valois and mary queen of scots three queens exercising power in a world dominated
by men orphaned from infancy catherine de medici endured a tumultuous childhood married to the french king she was widowed by forty only to become the power
behind the french throne during a period of intense civil strife in 1546 catherine gave birth to a daughter elisabeth de valois who would become queen of spain two
years later catherine welcomed to her nursery the beguiling young mary queen of scots who would later become her daughter in law together catherine elisabeth and
mary lived through the sea changes that transformed sixteenth century europe a time of expanding empires religious discord and populist revolt as concepts of
nationhood began to emerge and ideas of sovereignty inched closer to absolutism they would learn that to rule as a queen was to wage a constant war against the
deeply entrenched misogyny of their time following the intertwined stories of the three women from girlhood through young adulthood leah redmond chang s young
queens paints a picture of a world in which a woman could wield power at the highest level yet remain at the mercy of the state her body serving as the currency of
empire and dynasty sacrificed to the will of husband family kingdom

Young Queens 2023-08-15
a story collection about women with power and how they used it these queen stories are not fairytales for small children they are true tales of real women that every
young person should know the clever and brave women in this collection had power and used it to achieve their goals they would prove themselves pioneers problem
solvers and inventors and often incredible leaders these fast paced action packed tales are stories that have been lost stories that have remained untold the stories
come from around the world and across history but the single thing they share is that each is in their own way about a truly courageous queen

Courageous Queens 2022-09
a collection of 18 case studies of women in power in africa it focuses on the political and ritual roles of royal and elite women who are gathered together by tradition
choice and circumstance and who as a result achieve and exercise power and acquire and exert influence in the public and private arenas of their societies a dozen
sub saharan ethnic groups are represented mostly from west and south africa the volume is interdisciplinary with contributions drawn from the fields of anthropolgy
art history history political science comparative literature african and african american studies women s studies and religion
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Queens, Queen Mothers, Priestesses, and Power 1997
illicit love madness betrayal it isn t always good to be the queen marie antoinette anne boleyn and mary queen of scots what did they have in common for a while
they were crowned in gold cosseted in silk and flattered by courtiers but in the end they spent long nights in dark prison towers and were marched to the scaffold
where they surrendered their heads to the executioner and they are hardly alone in their undignified demises throughout history royal women have had a distressing
way of meeting bad ends dying of starvation being burned at the stake or expiring in childbirth while trying desperately to produce an heir they always had to be on
their toes and all too often even devious plotting miraculous pregnancies and selling out their sisters was not enough to keep them from forcible consignment to
religious orders from cleopatra suicide by asp to princess caroline suspiciously poisoned on her coronation day there s a gory downside to being blue blooded when
you lack a y chromosome kris waldherr s elegant little book is a chronicle of the trials and tribulations of queens across the ages a quirky funny utterly macabre
tribute to the dark side of female empowerment over the course of fifty irresistibly illustrated and too brief lives doomed queens charts centuries of regal
backstabbing and intrigue we meet well known figures like catherine of aragon whose happy marriage to henry viii ended prematurely when it became clear that she
was a starter wife the first of six and we meet forgotten queens like amalasuntha the notoriously literate ostrogoth princess who overreached politically and was
strangled in her bath while their ends were bleak these queens did not die without purpose their unfortunate lives are colorful cautionary tales for today s would be
power brokers a legacy of worldly and womanly wisdom gathered one spectacular regal ruin at a time

Doomed Queens 2008-10-28
queens ranges from the ancient world to the present day telling the stories of women who ruled from murderous former courtesan wu zetian in seventh century china
to elizabeth i england s virgin queen in a world historically dominated by male rulers the women who sat on thrones of their own shine brightly some queens and
empresses were born to greatness while others fought their way to power carefully researched superbly entertaining and illustrated throughout queens highlights the
true personalities and real lives of the women who became monarchs and empresses

Queens 2022-11-15
great mother s day birthday or girlfriend gift discover twenty true stories of royal intrigue power and passion elegant and diverse celebration of women in charge from
cleopatra to empress wu zetian marie antoinette to queen liliuokalani of hawaii discover the true stories of extraordinary female monarchs who led lives full of
dramatic events and intrigue some by birth and others by marriage all hail the queen tells the stories and illustrates the lives of twenty strong brave women from
across the globe who each defied expectation and made her mark on the culture and people she ruled brought to life through the gorgeous illustrations of jennifer
orkin lewis augustwren and the witty words of shweta jha this book has a deluxe foil spangled two piece case and golden endpapers fit for a queen profiles of twenty
both familiar and some unfamiliar female figures in history including catherine the great elizabeth i himiko boudica and lady six sky fans of bad girls throughout
history 100 remarkable women who changed the world will love this historical and inspiring book all hail the queen twenty women who ruled discover twenty true
stories of royal intrigue power and passion with contemporary themes of overcoming obstacles and gender equality great mother s day birthday or anytime gift for the
strong women in your life simple text and beautiful illustrations make this book perfect for readers young and old inspiring historical and fascinating biographies of
women who ruled
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Tudor Women 1975
history as it should be written alison weir bestselling author of the six tudor queens series a groundbreaking and fascinating biography of england s most famous
queen viewed through the women who influenced her life elizabeth i is often portrayed as a ruthless man s woman who derided her own sex i know i have the body of
a weak and feeble woman and loved to flirt with the young men at her court yet she was born into a world of women and it is her relationships with these women that
provide the most fascinating insight into the character of this remarkable monarch as a child elizabeth was raised by her mother governesses and stepmothers while
as an adult she was clothed bathed and watched by her ladies of the bedchamber and her maids of honour with them she was jealous spiteful and cruel as well as
loyal kind and protective among her family it was her female relations who had the greatest influence on her life from her sister mary who distrusted and later
imprisoned her to her cousin mary queen of scots who posed a constant and dangerous threat to her crown for almost thirty years it was these women and many
more who brought out the best and worst in elizabeth and reveal the woman behind the carefully cultivated image of the virgin queen

All Hail the Queen: Twenty Women Who Ruled (Royal Biographies, Famous Queens, Famous
Women in History) 2019-03-05
男性の名前ばかりがずらりと並ぶ 古今東西の哲学の歴史 しかしその陰には 知的活動に一生をかけた数多くの有能な女性哲学者たちがいた ハンナ アーレントやボーヴォワールから 中国初の女性歴史家やイスラム法学者まで 知の歴史に大きなインパクトを与えながらも 見落とされてきた20名の思想家たち
もう知らないとは言わせない 新しい哲学史へのはじめの一書

Elizabeth's Women 2010-12-15
discovery the warrior queens fearless women who defied expectations and led empires

哲学の女王たち 2021-05
1 new york times bestselling author philippa gregory joins two eminent historians to explore the extraordinary true stories of three women largely forgotten by history
jacquetta duchess of bedford elizabeth woodville queen of england and margaret beaufort the founder of the tudor dynasty in her essay on jacquetta philippa gregory
uses original documents archaeology and histories of myth and witchcraft to create the first ever biography of the young duchess who survived two reigns and two
wars to become the first lady at two rival courts david baldwin established authority on the wars of the roses tells the story of elizabeth woodville the first commoner
to marry a king of england for love and michael jones fellow of the royal historical society writes of margaret beaufort the almost unknown matriarch of the house of
tudor beautifully illustrated throughout with rare portraits and source materials the women of the cousins war offers fascinating insights into the inspirations behind
philippa gregory s fiction and will appeal to all with an interest in this epic period

Warrior Queens: Fearless Women Who Defied Expectations and Led Empires 2011-09-13
they re queens wielding scepters and sitting on thrones they re revolutionaries on the front lines they re presidents and prime ministers leading their nations or they
re ceos scientists sports stars artists and others who are changing the world welcome to the book of queens where being a regal royal doesn t just mean wearing a
crown back cover
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The Women of the Cousins' War 2019
if you re a wife and over forty you might not remember what serenity looks like what sanity feels like written by a registered nurse who s worked in women s health
for two decades the habits of queens reveals what working wives and mothers across this nation are whispering to one another i m burned out and exhausted and i
just want to be at home so is hurry the new normal for some yes but not for a queen throughout history queens of households have ruled their homes and governed
their lives with time tested principles principles that became norms norms that became habits the habits of queens gives truthful advice to young and not so young
wives on 1 the importance of pondering 2 creating an ordered and contented home 3 avoiding the infectious hurried woman syndrome 4 and more a short read loaded
with humor and sho you right wisdom the habit of queens is the book you ll recommend to your daughters and friends

The Book of Queens 2020-01-10
the tudor era belongs to its women no other period of english history has produced so many notable and interesting women and into other period have they so
powerfully influenced the course of political events mary tudor elizabeth 1 and at moments of high drama mary queen of scots dominated the political scene for more
than half a century while in the previous fifty years henry viii s marital escapades brought six more women to the centre of attention in this book the women of the
royal family are the central characters the royal women set the style and between them they provide a dazzling variety of personalities as well as illustrating almost
every aspect of life as it affected women in tudor england we know what they ate how they dressed the books they read and the letters they wrote even the greatest
of them suffered the universal legal and physiological disabilities of womanhood some survived them some went under now revised and updated alison plowden s
beautifully written account of the women behind the scenes and at the forefront of sixteenth century english history will be welcomed by anyone interested in
exploring this popular period of history from the point of view of the women who made it

The Habits of Queens 2023
this textbook explores the histories of royal women in europe the middle east and parts of asia in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries it argues that by dint
of an unprecedented conjunction of historical shifts and powerful personalities it was these women and not men who sat at the helm of global politics moreover it was
they who in truth steered our world s transition from the middle ages to modernity organized into chapters devoted to each of the era s great states the book sets out
to challenge several historical premises first it shows that women were the actual if not always formally crowned sovereigns of these states or at least played a
decisive role in shaping their policies second the book dissolves the conventional dichotomy between east and west showing that in both christian europe and
islamdom women achieved their high status by means of similar strategies and at similar periods in history third by demonstrating that there was a precedent for
female authority long before the first harbingers of the women s movement in the eighteenth century the book calls into question received ideas about historical
progress and the evolution of women s liberation

Maids and Mistresses, Cousins and Queens 2002
this fascinating study delves into the lives of six tudor women celebrated for their reputed wickedness collected here are accounts of anne boleyn katherine howard
anne seymour lettice dudley and jane and alice more warnicke rescues these women from historical misrepresentations and helps us to rediscover the complex world
of tudor society
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Tudor Women 2024-10-11
in her dazzlingly erudite and wide ranging book antonia fraser examines an infinite variety of warrior queens found in almost every culture on the one hand she
recounts the stories of such diverse national heroines as zenobia of palmyra isabella of spain elizabeth i queen jinga of angola catherine the great and the rani of
jhansi right up to the twentieth century democratically elected warrior queens indira gandhi golda meir and that formidable exponent of the role in our own day
margaret thatcher on the other hand she examines in terms of their history the themes which occur and re occur in very different civilisations and circumstances the
tomboy syndrome for example by which the adult warrior queen is often granted a mythical tomboy past or the shame syndrome by which the courage of the warrior
queen is contrasted with the weakness of the males around her sexuality is also a constant theme as the warrior queen is sometimes seen as preternaturally chaste
sometimes as unnaturally voracious the same female leader on occasion being the subject of both accusations weaving her wealth of scholarship with lightness and
with characteristic humour antonia fraser has produced a remarkable and original work which casts a new light on the familiar heroines of history and the whole
subject of female leadership in times of war required reading for anyone going into politics truck driving or the army indeed by any woman going into anything
margaret atwood

Queens Around the World, 1520-1620 2002
scholars and poets talk about queens is a lively and erudite collection unusual in an especially appealing way this collection of essays shows how queens were
represented in the middle ages and renaissance through primary accounts chronicles and literary representations the book also contains modern poetry and short
plays about these same queens allowing readers to understand and appreciate them both intellectually and emotionally contributors study a wide range of queens
including such famous and fascinating women as queen elizabeth i cleopatra hecuba the empress matilda mary stuart margaret of anjou catherine of aragon and the
pirate queen grace o malley by pairing scholarly essays with contemporary poems about them the collection demonstrates the continued relevance and immediacy of
these powerful and fascinating women

Queens, Whores and Maidens 2012-05-14
in the last millennium there have been only six female sovereigns mary i and elizabeth i mary ii and anne victoria and elizabeth ii who celebrated her eightieth
birthday in 2006 with the exception of mary i they are among our most successful monarchs without mary ii and anne the glorious revolution of 1688 might not have
taken place elizabeth i and victoria each gave their name to an age presiding over long periods when the country made significant progress in the growth of empire
prestige and power all of them have far reaching legacies each faced personal sacrifices and emotional dilemmas in her pursuit of political power how to overcome the
problem of being a female ruler when the sex was considered inferior does a queen take a husband and if so how does she reconcile the reversal of the natural order
according to which the man should be the master a queen s first duty is to provide an heir to the throne but at what cost in this richly compelling narrative maureen
waller delves into the intimate lives of england s queens regnant in delicious detail assessing their achievements from a female perspective

Wicked Women of Tudor England 1994
an original masterly and fascinating study that offers brilliant new insights into the shaping of the virgin queen alison weir new york times bestselling author of the six
tudor queens series in vivid detail historian tracy borman presents elizabeth i from a thrilling new angle focusing on the virgin queen not through her relationship with
men but as the product of women the mother she lost so tragically the female subjects who worshipped her and the peers and intimates who loved raised challenged
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and sometimes opposed her borman introduces elizabeth s bewitching mother anne boleyn eager to nurture her new child only to see her taken away and her own life
destroyed by damning allegations which taught elizabeth never to mix politics and love kat astley the governess who attended and taught elizabeth for almost thirty
years invited disaster by encouraging her charge into a dangerous liaison after henry viii s death mary tudor bloody mary envied her younger sister s popularity and
threatened to destroy her altogether and animosity drove elizabeth and her cousin mary queen of scots into an intense thirty year rivalry that could end only in death
elizabeth s women is an unprecedented account of how the public posture of femininity figured into the english court the meaning of costume and display the power
of fecundity and flirtation and how elizabeth herself long viewed as the embodiment of feminism shared popular views of female inferiority and scorned and schemed
against her underlings marriages and pregnancies brilliantly researched and elegantly written elizabeth s women is a unique take on history s most captivating queen
and the dazzling court that surrounded her

The Warrior Queens 2015-08-18
discusses the events achievements and failures of women rulers since 1328

Scholars and Poets Talk About Queens 2006
longlisted for the women s prize for non fiction waterstones best books of the year history the boldly original dramatic intertwined story of catherine de medici
elisabeth de valois and mary queen of scots three queens exercising power in a world dominated by men alluring gripping real an astonishing insight into the lives of
three queens alice roberts takes us into the hearts and minds of three extraordinary women amanda foreman conveys the vitality of the past as few books do an
enviable tour de force suzannah lipscomb catherine de medici elisabeth de valois and mary queen of scots lived together at the french court for many years years that
bound them to one another through blood and marriage alliance and friendship love and filial piety when they scattered to different kingdoms they would learn that to
rule was to wage a constant war against the deeply entrenched misogyny of the sixteenth century a crown could exalt a young woman equally it could destroy her
young queens masterfully weaves the personal stories of these three queens into one revealing their hopes dreams desires and regrets at a time when even the most
powerful women lived at the mercy of the state

Sovereign Ladies 2010-09-28
an inspired evaluation of women leaders in war by a bestselling historian antonia fraser s warrior queens are those women who have both ruled and led in war they
include catherine the great elizabeth i isabella of spain the rani of jhansi and the formidable queen jinga of angola with boadicea as the definitive example her female
champions from other ages and civilisations make a fascinating and awesome assembly yet if boadicea s apocryphal chariot has ensured her place in history what are
the myths that surround the others and how different are the democratically elected if less regal warrior queens of our time indira ghandi and golda meir this
remarkable book is much more than a biographical selection it examines how antonia fraser s heroines have held and wrested the reins of power from their
consistently male adversaries

Elizabeth's Women 1989
high and mighty queens of early modern england is a truly interdisciplinary anthology of essays including articles on such actual queen regnants as mary i and
elizabeth i and queen consorts such as anne boleyn anna of denmark and henrietta maria the collection also deals with a number of literary representations of earlier
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historical queens such as cleopatra and semi historical ones such as gertrude tamora and lady macbeth and such fictional ones as hermione and the queen of
cymbeline all of them shakespeare characters this fascinating look at renaissance queens also examines myth and folklore romantic or victorian representations and
the depictions of queens like catherine de medici of france in twentieth century film

Queens, Empresses, Grand Duchesses, and Regents 2023-05-11
this collection by journalist and mystery writer mary roberts rinehart contained her observations on her travels during 1914 when she went to europe alone to cover
world war i she wonderfully describes everything from being received by king albert in belgium and recording his first certified statement on the war to meeting
winston churchill and travelling to the english and french front lines as the first reporter allowed moreover she made some interesting observations on the people
places and events she came across during her time there apart from being a travel book this work was more importantly a humanitarian plea to americans to join the
war effort three years before the american expeditionary force set sail for europe

Young Queens 2011-06-16
fascinating portraits of the secret lives of royals offers deep insight into those who were power players in the world s past i m even adding some of them to my
personal list of sheroes and anti sheroes becca anderson author of the book of awesome women enjoy this engaging collection of biographical vignettes highlighting
the secret lives of royal women like queen noor queen anne boleyn princess grace kelly and many other phenomenal women royal family secrets revealed have you
ever wondered what royals go through have you ever thought about what the intimate lives of phenomenal women look like the secret lives of royal women features
the intimate and historically accurate details of some of history s most privileged women learn from the life stories of meghan duchess of sussex princess diana
maharani gayatri devi queen narriman and many others fall in love with these phenomenal women dive into the fascinating history of hawaii s only ever queen
liliuokalani learn the story of lady jane grey who was dethroned by mary queen of scots and learn more about queen elizabeth who adolf hitler called the most
dangerous woman in europe every single one of these women will enrapture you and leave you wanting to find out more inside you ll find the inside scoop to the
secret lives of phenomenal women potentially life changing lessons from these royal vignettes a book on royals packed with new and empowering historical stories if
you enjoy reading historical british biographies such as the palace papers or historical nonfiction and motivational books for women like vanderbilt women of means or
recipes for a sacred life you ll love the secret lives of royal women

Warrior Queens 2016-09-23
discover twenty true stories of royal intrigue power and passion brought to life through the gorgeous illustrations of jennifer orkin lewis and the witty words of shweta
jha from cleopatra to empress wu zetian marie antoinette to queen liliuokalani of hawaii these extraordinary female monarchs from all over the world have captured
imaginations throughout the ages with a deluxe foil spangled two piece case this elegant and diverse celebration of women in charge makes the perfect mother s day
or girlfriend go to gift for the queen in our lives

High and Mighty Queens of Early Modern England 2019-12-02
now at last three legendary women of world history biographies in a single boxed set volume begin your journey through time with catherine de valois the french
princess whose courage set the stage for the unified great britain we know today then follow two of catherine s direct descendants queen mary stuart and queen
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elizabeth tudor as they struggle against powerful forces determined to take their lives and their thrones politics religion and romance are on a collision course in these
powerful biographies of three of the most legendary women of the renaissance

Kings, Queens and Pawns: An American Woman at the Front 2022-09-13
how does a woman take on the reins of military and political power having obtained power how does she hang on to it and how do the male contemporaries of a
remarkable warrior queen feel about her starting with boadicea the celtic queen who led a bloody uprising against the romans and ending with india gandhi margaret
thatcher and golda meir the iron ladies of recent times antonia fraser tells the story of how remarkable women wield power

Secret Lives of Royal Women 2019-03-05
queen elizabeth ii is one of the most iconic women if not the single most iconic woman of the post world war two era she has had weekly meetings with all of the last
12 british prime ministers for decades she has headed up the commonwealth of nations which currently numbers 53 countries including canada australia and south
africa and she has spent serious time with all but one of the last twelve us presidents her one omission because of the vietnam war and her own pregnancy was lbj
she has an immense knowledge of domestic and international affairs and works quietly and subtly behind the scenes to bring a great deal of stability to matters
through her children and grand children and now great grand children she has ensured the continuation of the house of windsor and it was all really an accident she
was not born or initially raised to reign it all came as a huge shock as the elder daughter of the second in line to the throne her role in life was doomed to be one of
falling down the royal ladder instead her childless uncle abdicated the throne to marry an american double divorcee and her dad sired only girls and no boys so in her
early 20s she became queen and now in her late 80s has few records left to break she has ruled out ever abdicating herself to make way for her first born son charles
her mother lived to be 102 so there is much speculation that the queen herself will with modern medicine hit 100 and that charles will have a very brief if any reign at
all thus a long reign by his first born william son of lady diana beckons few appreciate the richness and seriousness of queen elizabeth s role seeing her merely as
some ceremonial person there to cut ribbons nothing could be further from the truth as this new tidalwave bio comic reveals

All Hail the Queen 2015-08-15
the queen of sheba journeyed 1200 miles to hear and see king solomon and test his wisdom and knowledge we invite you to join the queen of sheba on her journey by
turning the pages of our new childrens story picture book the queen of sheba the wisest woman in the world from the comfort of your home you can enjoy reading the
adventures of the queen of sheba as she travels over the hot desert and across the red sea to jerusalem the beautifully illustrated pictures seem to come alive on the
pages of this creatively written story the queen of sheba journeyed in search of wisdom truth and understanding it is our hope that her story will inspire all children to
be seekers of knowledge and wisdom

Renaissance Queens 2009-01-27
カラーイラスト満載で 低 中学年から楽しく読める伝記シリーズ第２巻 知恵と勇気で 愛する国と人を守ろうとした 古代エジプト最後の女王クレオパトラの伝記物語 ひと目で分かる人物ガイドと 偉人がもっと好きになる巻末とじこみ新聞つき
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The Warrior Queens 2014-09-10

Female Force: Queen of England: Elizabeth II 2016-03-30

The Queen of Sheba 2018-04-24
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